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Dan Y (Unverified)

why can the county not open outside of Hazleton... with 67% of deaths in nursing homes...
and small businesses capable of adapting cdc guidelines the best... why can they not open

Dan Y (Unverified)
Anonymous (Unverified)

regional firearm stores have been open following cdc guidelines and have sold out of their
stock... there are people that have gone 8 week without a paycheck... businesses are not
getting their SBA funding...
the state has failed its citizens and has done nothing to fix the problem...

Anonymous (Unverified)
Anonymous (Unverified)

The facts obout mail‐in ballots are on the 2020primary page. If you send in your mail‐in
ballot, you MAN NOT vote in person.
Provisional Ballot is only allowed IF the mail‐in ballot in NOT returned

Anonymous (Unverified)
Anonymous (Unverified)

In the past residents would receive a postcard in the mail telling them of their new polling
place if changes were made. Will they be receiving something in the mail this time?
please consider reopening before june

Anonymous (Unverified)
Dan Y (Unverified)

Dan Y Wilkes‐Barre(What if the DOH and the Governor refuses to see a plan or hear a case?)
Those who are challenging the re‐opening... why is the Sweden model ignored...

Dan Y (Unverified)

one final question... i have monitored the virus path and testing procedures... looking at the
graph some of the council members were looking at... yes the cases are increasing but it is at
a very shallow LINEAR increase, not the explosive exponential curve they are worried about

Dan Y (Unverified)

so why if hospitals are not being overwhelmed and the spread seems to be not diminished
but under control... and the goal post continuously moved... We need to be prepared to
defend the mom and pop stores . so is there a plan for that?
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